6.13.6.1.3

General (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
6.13.6.1.3a

Flange Splices
6.13.6.1.3b

Strength Limit State

Slip Resistance Check

Determine # of bolts across the flange width
Check net section fracture of tension flanges with holes
at the strength limit state or for constructability
6.10.1.8
Calculate effective flange area
Eq. 6.13.6.1.3b-2

Nominal slip resistance of top flange,
×#
Nominal slip resistance of bot. flange,
×#
.

Calculate the smaller design yield resistance
of the flanges at the point of splice,
Eq. 6.13.6.1.3b-1
Flange Splice Bolts

Determine nominal slip
resistance of a blot,
6.13.2.8

Service II

Deck Casting

Go to
A

Go to
A

Flange Splice Plates

Check shear resistance of bolts
for
acting in double shear. (f)

equally divided to the inner
and outer flange splice plates. (f)

Determine factored shear
resistance of a bolt,
6.13.2.7

Determine factored axial resistance
of flange splice plates in tension
6.13.5.2

Reduction for fillers if
applicable
6.13.6.1.4

Yielding in gross section
Eq. 6.8.2.1-1

Reduction if length
between extreme bolts on
one side of the splice > 38”
6.13.2.7
# of bolts required on one

Fracture in net section
Eq. 6.8.2.1-2
Block shear rupture
Eq. 6.13.4-1
Determine factored axial resistance
of flange splice plates in compression
Eq. 6.13.6.1.3b-3

side of the flange splice =
Check bolt spacing limits
6.13.2.6

Check factored axial resistance >
/2
for inner and outer flange splice plates

Determine splice bolt
pattern for each flange

Check bearing resistance >
6.13.2.9
Go to
A
(a)

Note: In continuous spans, splices should be made at or near points of dead load contraflexure.
Note: Web and flange splices in areas of stress reversal shall be investigated for both positive and negative flexure.
(c) Note: In both web and flange splices, there shall not be less than two rows of bolts on each side of the joint.
(d) Note: Oversize or slotted holes shall not be used in either the member or the splice plates at bolted splices.
(e) Note: The areas of the flange and web splice plates shall equal or exceed the area of the flange and web to which they are attached.
Otherwise, fatigue of the base metal adjacent to the slip-critical connections must be checked as specified in Table 6.6.1.2.3-1.
(f) Note: The areas of inner and outer flange plates do not differ by more than 10%. Otherwise, see C6.13.6.1.3b.
(b)
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Check Moment
Resistance

Composite Sections in
Negative Flexure and
Noncomposite Sections

Composite sections in
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Figure C6.13.6.1.3b-1
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Figure C6.13.6.1.3c-1
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Figure C6.13.6.1.3b-2
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the moment resistance
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Go to
B
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Figure C6.13.6.1.3c-2

No
Horizontal force
in web
01 = 0

Web Splices (g)
6.13.6.1.3c

B

Strength Limit State

Slip Resistance Check

As a minimum, design to develop the
smaller factored shear resistance of
the web at the point of splice, 7

Web Splice

Web Splice Bolts

Plates (h)

Service II

Deck Casting

Design web splice bolts for
the vector sum of 7* and 01

Design web splice bolts for
the vector sum of 7* and 01

=
Design web splice bolts for the
vector sum of 7 and 01
=

8
7 8 + 01

8
7*8 + 01

=

8
7*8 + 01

Design web splice
plates in shear for 7
# of bolts required on one side of the web
splice =

9
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C

Determine factored shear
resistance of a bolt,
6.13.2.7
Reduction for fillers if
applicable (i)
6.13.6.1.4
# of bolts required on one side
of the web splice =

Determine factored shear
resistance of web splice plates
6.13.5.3 & 6.13.4

Revise flange or web bolt
pattern if needed

Yielding in gross section
Eq. 6.13.5.3-1
Fracture in net section
Eq. 6.13.5.3-2
Block shear rupture
Eq. 6.13.4-1

Check bolt spacing limits
6.13.2.6

Check factored shear resistance
of web splice plates > 7

Determine web splice bolt
pattern

Check bearing resistance > 7
6.13.2.9

Design
complete
(g)

Note: Webs shall be spliced symmetrically by plates on each side.
Note: The splice plates shall extend as near as practical for the full depth between flanges without impinging on bolt assembly
clearances.
(i) Note: For bolted web splices with thickness differences of 0.0625 in. or less, filler plates should not be provided.
(h)

